Kevins Christmas News 2019
December already?!
Here we go again. Another busy year filled
with way too much travel, but apparently I
still like sitting on airplanes! I did more
Comic Cons this year than I usually do for
some reason. The highlight of the Con
tour was easily going to Europe for three
weeks with my family. Cons in Wels,
Austria and Mons, Belgium were just a
short part of our excursions. Revisiting
Vienna and Munich launched a wonderful
trip down memory lane for me.
I was a bit sad to see the drastic changes
in Munich, but found old haunting grounds
that seemed untouched by time. The
English Gardens was a welcome memory
and my family loved the long day of biking
we did there as well. Of course a few
German beers brought back a few
memories as well………shhhhhhh. This was way before I got married! Ha!
I had two trips to Israel this year. One with John Lennox and one on a trip I sponsored,
along with my wife and kids. We had a group of 40 and the most amazing guides. It was an
amazing and inspirational trip Walking in the Footsteps of Jesus. We hope to sponsor another
one in 2021….you should join us!
Movie and TV shooting this year was an odd one for me. I had two movies lined up, financed,
crew was set to go and cast was in place. One was a western, Tranquility, I had been trying
to get off the ground for a long time (8 years) and the other, The Runaways, was a
wonderful post Civil War movie that had me laughing and crying and cheering just reading the
script. I was set to direct and act in both of them. Both projects fell apart at the last minute
for reasons to ridiculous to go into here. This can be a very frustrating business at times….at
most times…(LOL)…but I fight on. Other than the documentary I shot with Mr. Lennox and
the comic cons I attended….this was my slowest year for filming in the last 30 years!! Ugh. I
don’t like it.

However, next year is looking good. I will be filming 10 episodes of Meet the Potwins. It is a TV
series I shot two episodes of already. It is a comedy that goes after the craziness of our PC
world and how silly we have become in our search to be offended by anything. Sort of a
Last Man Standing meets All in the Family. I had good fun filming the two eps before this. I
also have two movies lined up, cross fingers, and a few other strong potentials….one of them
a horror movie! I also have another movie to direct in Branson, Missouri in the summer of
2020. Heavy topic of human trafficking.
Miracle in East Texas we are hoping it comes out in theaters May of 2020. I directed and
acted in that one and we had a wonderful cast with Lou Gossett, Jr., John Ratzenberger,
Tyler Mane and Sam Sorbo ( you might know her!). The film festivals love the movie and we
are winning all kinds of awards. The trailer and the poster are included here for your
perusal. The Mustard Seed movie should be out in 2020 along with One Nation Under God to
open in theaters in July. My other documentaries, Before the Wrath ( I narrate) and Climate
Hustle 2 (I am on camera and narrate) will be out summer of 2020 as well.
Throw in a few Comic Cons and speaking events, 2020 is shaping up to be a banner year
and a very busy one.
Oh…..I moved this year. First time out of California in a long time. The traffic and taxes and
insanity of LA just got to me. I have been looking to move for a while now and we finally did
it. After the fires came through my neighborhood last year and my house miraculously survived
when half my neighbors lost everything, we took it as a sign to get out. Now living in Florida. I
left one sunshine state for another! I need to golf year round!! Still getting used to the
changes here and the time zone….I prefer Pacific time to East coast time, but here we are
hunting for a new home along the Gulf of Mexico. We rented for one year.
That’s it. That is all I got. Hugs to the ladies and hearty handshakes to the dudes.
I wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year and throw in a wonderful, healthy
2020! God Bless you all!

Kevin

